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What is Narcotics Anonymous?
N.A. is a worldwide Fellowship or society of
men and women for whom drugs had become a
major problem. We are recovering addicts who
meet regularly to help each other to stay clean.
It doesn't matter which drugs you used, or what
you have done in the past. We 3re concerned
only with how we can help addicts recover. It
costs nothing to be a member of N.A.-there are
no dues or fees.
The only requiremenf for
membership is a desire to Slop using.
Our
program is a set of principles written so simply
that we can follow them in our daily lives. The
most important thing about them is that they
work. For more information about the N.A.
groups nearest you, write us at the address
below.
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THE TWELVE STEPS
OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
1

We admitted that we were powerless over ou, addict;oll, thai
our lives had become unmoltageable.

2

We came 10 believe thai a power grealer than ourselves
could restore us 10 sanity.

3

We made a decision to tum our will and our lives over 10
the care 0/ God as we understood Him.

4

We made a searchblg al,d fearless moral i"velltory 0/

5

We admilted 10 God. to ourselves. and to another human
being the exact nature of our wrongs.

6

We were entirely ready
of character.

7

We humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.

8

We made a list 0/ all perSDIIS we had harmed, and became
willing to make amellds to them all.

9

We made direct amends to such people wherever possible,
except whet! 10 do so would injure them or others.

10

lYe continued to ,ake personal ;/lVeltiory, and whet! we were
wrong promptly admitted it.

11

12

CLICHE
COLLECTION

Durse/Yes.

10

have God remove aI/these defects

We sought throllgh prayer and medilaliotl to improve Ollr
COt!SciOllS cOlllact with God as we understood Him, praying
ollly for knowledge 0/ His will lor us, and the power 10
carry that Oill.
Havillg had a spiritual awake"inK as a result 0/ those
steps, we tried to carry this message 10 addicts mid 10
practice these principles in all ollr affairs.
Reprinted for adaptation
by permiuio n of Alcoholiu
Anonymou. World Sel'Yicel, Inc.

A few years ago I was running around like a chicken with
my head cut off. From the crack of dawn till the dead of night
I raised hell, and I tried to paint the town red. Drunker than a
skunk and high as a kite was the only life I knew. It seemed]
was facing a fate worse than death. I found myself up to my
neck in hot water, because all hell was breaking loose.
] was mad as a wet hen when I was sent to a treatment center. The naked truth of the matter is it was a blessing in disguise. a gift from God. It was not a bed of roses, nor was it a
barrel orIaughs. 'was truly in the depths of despairsilling on
my pilly pot crying my eyes out. Like a bolt of lightening'
jumped to a conclusion to change my evil ways.
Today, beyond a shadow of a doubt.' am the best me' can
be. , remember the good old days but' don't dwell in the
past. I have a new freedom, a freedom from bondage. I've
learned to let go and let God run my life, because I'm powerless over people, places and things. I have to live and let live
one day at a time. Sometimes I try to get ahead of myself, and
I have to remember easy does it. Living clean and serene is
not a piece of cake, but like they say, "no pain no gain:" Today I'm not what' want to be, and I'm not what' ought to be,
but' thank God I'm not what' used to be. , strive for progress not perfection. Just for today I'm happy, joyous and free .
R.C.
Rorida
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Regardless of Age...

- -' - ~

fiends." Yet, countless times the older members would come
up to me and say, "It must besoooo much easier to quit while
you're young; at least you didn't have to go through the pain I
went through."
Well, while I still have a lot or "yets," I know I never have
to experience the hell I went through again. I would like to remind people all over, that young p~eople DO suffer as much
as the strung out, "hope to die dope fiends." I urge everyone
to support these young people. Sponsor them. reach out to
them, but most or all LOVE them. Some meetings in our area
are run by teenagers with nobody in the room with over ninety days clean. These meetings need guidance. Even though
they can be noisy, talkative and even disruptive. don', give
up. So many people (and I am guilty of it too) say that they do
not want to be around the kids because or the above mentioned reasons. Please remember that no one makes it here
. by mistake. These young people are a great benefit to our Fellowship, they are the Narcotics Anonymous roundation ror
the ruture.

V.E.
Calirornia

A Growing Concern
I would like to express a growing concern in our area. We
have a fairly large area, with a whole bunch of newcomers
coming in every day. A large number of these newcomers are
adolescents; scared. lonely, unsure about being an addict at
such a young age. Again and again I see these members
shunned, not supported, and basically not given the chance
they deserve.
I first came into N.A. when I was fifteen. ] had totally bottomed Dut, and I believe that the pain I went through was just
as real and devastating as the older "heavy calibur dope
N.A. Way. Page 2

Addiction Does Not Discriminate
I was guided to this Fellowship fifteen months ago. At that
time I was a scared, lost, lonely. desperate, and sick sixteen
year old girl. Many miracles have happened in my lire since
then, and I am forever grateful to the Fel10wship or Narcotics
Anonymous.
I would like to share my experience on something I see and
hear about a lot within our Fellowship. The subject is. "How
do we treat the young newcomers?" ThaI's very simple; treat
us the same way that you would treat a 25, 35, 45,55,65,75,85
or 95 year old newcomer!
N.A. Way. Page 3

All newcomers, regardless of age, should receive some special treatment, because "the newcomer is the most important
person at any meeting," However, don't give us special treatment or feel sorry for us because we're young. Thai only feeds
into our disease and enables us to remain sick. Gel in our
faces and tell us to go to meetings, work the steps, get a sponsor, and change our whole lives!
So often I hear, "It's so hard for a young person to go to
school every day and stay clean." Malarkey! That's a poor excuse. We are the only ones who can make ourselves use or
keep ourselves clean. We all have a choice today, and each
individual has to make that choice for himself or herself.
So, you see, we are no different. We all have a common disease, and, through the grace of our Higher Power, we can recover. We don't need special attention, special meetings, or
special conventions because we're young. Those things only
build walls, cause controversy and disunity within our Fellowship. That's certainly not the primary purpose thai our
Fifth Tradition talks about.
On a closing note, I would like to say two things:
I. To the young people in the Fellowship I would like to say
that we are no different We have felt the same helplessness, hopelessness, and desperation that everyone else in
our Fellowship has felt. Now we can go the same meetings
and live the same Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions that
everyone else does.
2. To those people in our Fellowship who don't consider
themselves "young people," I would like to say that addiction does not discriminate; we are not "too young to be addicts." Please remember thai it doesn't matter how old or
how young we are, where we come from, what or how
much we have done. We are all addicts reaching out for
help and searching for a new way of life.
That is the message of Narcotics Anonymous. Any addict
can come to our meetings, slop using, lose the desire to use
and find a new way of life. Thai is very special, and no one
should be denied the chance to lind out for himself or herself. I love you all.
1.0.
Ohio
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Loving Oneself

\
'(

y
I am a grateful recovering drug addict. I have been clean
for a little over two years. but to say that I truly love myself
N.A. Way. Page 5

I
would be hard. For so many years, I really thought I at least
liked "me," but how could that be when I used and abused
drugs so much that I ended up having a car accident, killing
another person and almost killing myself. I was so deep into
my addiction that I continued my using. and it even gOI
worse.

I would let men abuse me, I didn't eat right (if I ate at all),
and I just looked and felt pitiful. I thought that drugs were
the only answer for having fun and having friends and for

being accepted. All this came to an end the day I went to
court for vehicular homicide and I received five years to serve
in a women's prison. I knew then that my world was over. I
hated myself and everyone around me. I was going to prison,
and it was time to get tough and to show no feelings for any·
one or anything.

Once, a few years before, I had been to a few NA meetings
and I knew in my heart that it could work ifl really wanted it
to. Instead of being onc of the "tough chicks" in prison, I began to be sof~ and I started to get a real relationship with a
Higher Power, which I choose to call God. It started to work!
I began feeling better about myself and I started an NA

Another
Best
Year
Ever

meeting in the prison. I was actually trying to carry the mes-

sage that I hardly knew anything about to the addicts who
still suffered. People came to me asking about the program,
and they wanted to change the way that they were living. It
was the perfect chance to get out of myself and help someone
else. It felt great!

I got my release papers one year early. My first day out I
went to the closest N .A. meeting and I was able to share what
was in my heart and in my head. These addicts loved me un~

till could love myself. Then they loved me some more. I still
have a problem with being tough, and it's still hard to share
what's going on with me-honestly. But as long as I stick

around and work the Twelve Steps, and do what the beautiful
people in Narcotics Anonymous tell me to do, I will continue
to get better and maybe, just maybe, one day I can love my~
self all on my own, because I'm worth it.
A.T.
Georgia
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Tonig~1 is New Year's Eve, and 8S I prepare 10 go out for
the evenmg, I thought I would pause to write a little bit. It
seems all afternoon I have been catching myself looking
back over the past year and counting my blessings. I vaguely
remember doing the same thing a year ago. I remember a
year ago I was thinking how good the previous year in recov~

ery had been to me. I remember thinking that it had been my
best year ever. Tonight I am celebrating a new and better
"best year ever."
From last New Year's to this one, it is easy to see yet further
improvement and growth in virtually every area of my life . A
year ago, feeling pretty satisfied with my life. I was asking
N.A. Way. Page 7
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myself (and my Higher Power) where will it all end? How
much better can it get? Well, my life hasn't quit getting better
yet. Today, I also believe that my life will continue to get better as long as I practice the principles NA has given me. I
also believe that there is no limllio how good my life can become.
It is easy for me to see that the gifts I have received in my
personal life 8CC a direct result of my involvement in, NA.
From working the Twelve Steps, I now have peace of mmd, a
feeli ng of self-worth and freedom . Freedom not only from active addiction, but freedom to go places and do things I could
only fanlasize about before. A fine examp!e o~ this is th~t I
am writing this letter from my hotel room 10 RIO de Janeiro,
Brazil, a place I had never thought to visit before I found
N.A. and recovery. Today I am not on probation or parole,
I've got a passport and I'm free to travel and enjoy life. Ironically, this is the freedom I enjoy today, which is the freedom I
sought (but didn't find) through drugs.
The growth, I have realized, goes far beyond my freed?m
to travel. With the skills and self-confidence I learned doong
NA. service work, I got up enough faith and courage to make
a couple of investments and start a business this past year.
This is so mething I fantasized about but could never do
when I was using.
Service work has also taught me the organizational skills
to better plan my time so that I am able to work full -time, do
N.A. service work, attend meetings. go to college part-time, to
work on my relationship and I even have time for myself.
Probably th e most important change I have seen, however,
is the spiritual growth I have found. My beliefs and my faith
run deeper than I ever dreamed possible. To think that all I
wanted when I got to N.A. was to find out how to stop using! I
guess this just tells me that I really can't begin to guess what
the coming year holds for me. Bu~ I have every reason to believe that I will continue to grow endlessly if I continue to
practice the same principles that got me this far.
Thanks to God and N .A., I am alive and clean today.
HAPPY NEW YEAR.

RW.
Michigan
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How
Do We
Know?

How do we know
our service work ha s any value?
Does anyone tell us? Do we earn prizes, medals. or money?
Do we get promoted? Can we put less effort into working the
steps? As is usually the case, there can be a thousand answers
and none of them is all-encompassing.
In my recovery thus far. ] have embraced several different
viewpoints regarding NA. service work. Rece ntly I overheard
a conversation which brought so me clancy to my thinking.
The conversation ended with so meone saying, "I f any addict
ever finds recovery in N.A. through our service efforts. it is all
worthwhile!"
I recall thinking that same basic thought at one time or
another. How easily it ca n get buried in all the details. ego
involvements, and connicts which we can encounter along
the way!
It was not until about eighteen month s clean th at I gained
my first awareness of any possible connection between servN.A. Way· Page 9
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ice and recovery. That lime had all been spent with worry,
anxiety about the next day, and various other forms of selfcentered ness. With strong suggestions from some people who
loved me, I accepted a service position in my home group.
Not coincidentally. I began working the steps soon thereaner.
At first. I found it easy to judge se rvice work. You see, people had faith in me and I could tell that I was growing and
changing in recovery. I was willing to attribute some part of
these changes to NA. involvement. I also saw that our meeting had grown from six people to twelve people! Quietly, I
took some credit for this and my ego began to grow.
Several months later, . was elected to a regional service po-sHion. Over a long period of time, I noticed that our local Fellowship had grown in every way. The number of meetings increased, a phoneline began, we sent a representative to the
World Service Conference, and some treatment centers were
sending addicts to NA Again, I relt personally responsib le
for these wonderful developments. I began to feel powerful,
in control, and very proud of my part in it all.
Fortunately, those same loving friends were still aro und
and co nfronted me on several aspects of my behavior. It
seems that not only was my proud attitude of power coming
across, but my resentments were showing up when I accused
others of not doing enough service work! They told me to
please not do anything for them because they didn't like
where it wa s coming from. Further, they asked me how my
relationship with my sponsor was going.
I am grateful to those recovering addicts, and very happy
to say that I worked through that mess without using! Honesty dictates that I confess to you all a certain selfishness today.
You see, I seem to only work the steps diligently when I stay
involved in service work! It is just that way for me.
Our Basic Text describes spiritual recovery as the process
of becoming more God-centered and less self-centered in our
thinking and behavior. Through NA, my Higher Power, and
other recovering addicls, I was give n an opportunity to experience thi s firsthand. I look forward to more!

s.s.
California
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Reaching the
Stili-Suffering
Addict

My name is T---, I'm an addict I am a member of Narcotics Anonymous and have grown to love this Fellowship. 1
came to NA. via another twelve step program. as I was unaware of N.A in my initial stages of recovery. The initial interN.A. Way. Page 11

vention on my disease came as a result of a judge, as my addiction led me info criminal behavior. The judge believed I
needed help, so as part of my sentencing, he sent me to a
treatment center for "chemical dependency." The treatment
experience was a great help. Even though I know that alone,
it would not have been enough, I'm not sure I could have
made it without it One of the rewards I obtained as a result
of staying clean and active in NA. is a career.
.
I am a professional in the field of addiction treatment, and
I know that many people experience treatment without even
hearing ofN.A., as] did. From a professional's point of view,
it seems it is just simpler to use another Twelve Step Program's literature and support services, because N.A. is not very
well known to the helping profession. As a member of N.A.,
quite frankly, 1 am getting tired of hearing how "immature,"
"irresponsible," or "unsupportive" N.A. is. 1 hear this frequently among professionals, and in the past these statements may have had some creditability.
Today, I believe NA. is capable of offering people a new
way of life. I think that it is an essential part of personal recovery to carry this message, and what better area could there
be than hospitals that treat addicts. Many treatment centers
don't even know about the Basic Text!] believe that it is time
to introduce ourselves as a means of recovery to treatment
centers, doctors and other helping professionals that come in
contact with addicts.
1 believe there is a special need in these places for N.A. 1
wilt continue, as a professional, to utilize N.A. for support of
our residents, but believe me when I say that the majority of
treatment programs do not use N.A. literature or N.A. as a
support service for their clients. As a treatment services
director, I feel I can safely say the professionals are always
seeking ways to improve the quality of their treatment programs and continuing care services.
In the spirit of "keeping what we have," let's give some of
our experience, strength and hope to a treatment program, or
to an individual about to enter the mainstream of life.
Anonymous

AN INNER PEACE
I have thought of writing many times, but was afraid that
whatever I said might come out sounding fooli sh. I finally
figured out that whatever I might say, so long as it comes
from the heart, will be okay.
There are many things I could talk about regarding what
N.A. has given me. If I were to list all of them this letter would
turn into a mini-novel!
I have been unhappy through most of my childhood and
on up untit the past few months. I believe my disease was
there even before I started using.
I began using heavily by age thirteen or fourteen . This continued until recently. I am twenty-six now. I have been
hospitalized several times for depression and suicide attempts. One time I was hospitalized for a year. Throughout
all of this I thought that I was crazy, worthless and hopeless.
When I found N.A. I still felt hopeless. Gradually, the selfpity of hopelessness turned into hope. I found NA. about a
year ago. I have been closed-minded and stubborn through
about eight months of being a member of N.A.. and as a result, I have about four months of clean time. Even through
all the relapses, N.A. has given me more than I could have
ever hoped for. I am able to feel a little now, which is a very
beautiful gift. I know that one day at a time, I will grow (despite myself) so long as I remain honest, open-minded and
willing.
Showing my gratitude has become very important to me
recently. I used to cry after gratitude meetings because I knew
I should be grateful but I didn't feel it. I decided that even
though I didn't feel it, I could practice it. J became very involved in H&I work as a result. H&1 work has given me so
much. The feelings are really indescribable! Somehow.
through all of this, I had had glimpses of what gratitude feels
like. It brings tears to my eyes to think of it. Gratitude certainly tops my list of feelings!
Anyways, thanks to N.A., I"m no longer worthless and
hopeless. Thanks to other addicts, I"m learning (finally) how
to live.
D.G .
Georgia
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Just over a year ago, here at the World Service Office, we
received a meeting list in the mail. That's not too unusual.
But this one was somewhat different. For one thing, it was a
kind of map showing where the meetings were rather than
simply a list. But still that wasn't too strange. What was really
different, and caused us to pass it around among ourselyes
with great interest and excitement was that we couldn't understand a word of it. It was written in Japanese.
We have since learned that N.A. had begun in Japan in
earnest about five years ago. We have had little contact with
them, because-guess what-they speak Japanese and we
speak English. That is not an insurmountable barrier, but
perhaps just a big enough one to have kept us from really
reaching out to one another. Well that has changed.
N.A. Way. Page 14
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In Philadelphia this year at the World Service Conference
Workshop one of those strange N.A. "coincidences" happened. A member of the Japanese Fellowship (the only one
fluent in English) "happened" to be visiting Philadelphia
that weekend. He had visited Hawaii on the way over and
"happened" to run into an NA Trustee who told him of the
WSC workshop going on during the time he was to be in
Ph illy.
He showed up for the workshop, and a link to N.A. World
Services and the Japanese Fellowship was built. Japan NA
members had been in contact with members in Hawaii previous to that, and had attended their annual "Round-Up." As
. so often happens when a HIGH-YAH POW-AH gets His lingers in the pie. one th ing led to another. ..
N.A. Way. Page 15

What follows are two articles wriHen for us by Japanese
N.A. members and some excerpts from a recent letter from
them both. The first article was written in Japanese and
translated by their English-speaking member; the second
was wriHen by that English-speaking member, who was also
the one we met in Ph illy. We have also included a the page
from the Japanese White Book that contains the Twelve Traditions, and a copy of that first meeting directory we got. We
know you will get as much or a thrill out or all this as we
have. The family is growing.
N.A. REACHES OUT TO JAPAN
With next to no English under by bel~ I arrived in Hawaii
in September or 1981 looking ror the outstretched hand or
American N.A. I wanted to know how to begin an N.A group
in Tokyo, Japan.
Prior to this first visit to the Islands, I had had wrong impressions or NA, rrom hearsay only. I thought that the NA
Program was nothing at all like the AA Program, which had
already been active in Japan since 1975. ] was afraid that
NA meetings were so closed I wouldn't be allowed to attend.
I also had the rear that illicit drug dealers hang around meeting places.
With these doubts eating away at me, I sat down and wrote
a letter in my broken English to the AA Central Office in
Hawaii. I asked them to introduce me to an NA. member. I
immediately received a letter from an NA member. It was
the beginning of Hawaiian N.A. love reaching out to me and
to the Orient.
I was taken to my first N.A. meeting in Hawaii that day I
arrived. I was filled with wonder to see with my own eyes that
many drug addicts were recovering in N.A. I couldn't understand very much or the words, but I knew tha~ ror the first
time,. was really among my own. The happy and open atmosphere of that and other meetings was like a spiritual awakening for me.
Mter the meeting, one N.A. member invited me to his
home where he shared his experience with me. He gave me
ideas on how I might begin an NA group in Tokyo. This encounter with Hawaiian N.A gave me the determination and
N.A. Way· Page 16

the courage to do what my Higher Power seemed to be leading me to do. My fears passed. Even now, recalling the impact of this great Fellowship on me brings tears to my eyes.
Two months later N.A. was born in Japan. But the first two
years were rough going. Very few A.A.'s regarded us as a different Fellowship. And even for some N.A.'s it was difficult to
distinguish between the two Fellowships. I suppose a lot or
people just saw NA. as another specialized AA. group.
There were also people who strongly suggested that NA
would not be helpful to "cross-addicted" A.A. members or
other drug addicts.
I suffered very much during this time. I wanted NA. to succeed, but the difficulties seemed insurmountable sometimes.
However, during the New Vear holidays or 1984, thanks to
my inner struggle with these conflicts, I was blessed with a second spiritual awakening.
It was true that we addicts were being discriminated
against and being treated with suspicion. But, that was
"their" problem, not ours. A personal inventory was in order.
I discovered that my own pride and laziness were gelling in
the way or my own growth and or NA.'s growth.
Instead of blaming others for our problems, as we tended
to do while we were using, we had to find solutions ourselves.
I knew that I could not live without NA So I did my bes~ because I wanted to live.
I no longer stayed home on Sundays as I used to. Instead, I
spent the day ror NA, ror the still-sutTering drug addict. That
took care of the laziness once and for all, for in the past four
years I have missed hardly any N.A meetings, nor have I
ever rerused a Twelrth Step call.
I spent almost all my free time with newcomers who had
just been discharged from hospitals. I went to AA meetings
on the days when there were no N.A. meetings. The number
of newcomers who came to join us increased slowly.
I also realized that I had been acting like the "boss" of
N.A., rather than just an NA. member. I have tried to change
tha~ as best as I and my Higher Power could do.
As time went on, one recovering drug addict joined us
rrom the northernmost Japanese Island orHokkaido. He had
been recovering from addiction ror three years through the
A.A. Program in the city or Sapporo, which is about 1.000
N.A. Way. Page 17

kilometers (625 miles) from Tokyo.
He came to Tokyo in order to work in a rehab facility for
alcoholics. Through his innuence, they began admitting drug
addicts into their program; and last year he himself sel up a
halfway house for drug addicls, the first of ils kind in Japan.
From that time newcomers to N.A have increased rapidly.
We have enough steady members now even to have our own
NA soflball team.
This past year has been a very important and wonderful
year for NA Many AA members have begun to understand
N.A. as a separate Fellowship; and we are now trusted. And
this year in February we had our second annual N.A. "Workshop," and six Tokyo Japanese-speaking N.A. members were
able to attend Hawaii's N.A. Roundup.
Since my first visit to Hawaii four years ago, my way has
never been an easy one. But I am grateful for the support and
love of many people. The starr of the AA Japan Service Office gave me a lot of help, and much understanding.
One addict who was an A.A member began to accompany
me to a hospital for Twelfth Step work. Then others who had
previously thought that NA. would not be useful for them
began wending their way to our meetings. These new people
gave us the strength and motivation to keep up our N.A. way
of life.
An N.A. member from Hawaii once told me something
that was a big encouragement for me: "When N.A. first
started in Hawaii, A.A:s here also looked on us with suspicion. But after three years it was all O.K " Many American
NA's have encouraged us and have given us the stamina to
conlinue on. And 1 have come to believe that if I do what I'm
supposed to do and continue to use the Steps and Traditions,
tools that NA. has given me, my (and our) Higher Power will
see to it that everything will turn out O.K
I am really grateful to the members of Hawaii NA., who
shared their experience, hope and unity with me. I am thankful to be a member of NA. For 1 can now feel the healing
love of the Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous, not only
within Japan, but as an international Fellowship.
K.O.

Japan
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SAY THAT AGAIN
(Moo ichido itte kudasai)
I am an American, but I am a "made-in-Japan" drug addict and NA. member. And, although English is my first language, everything I've learned has been in Japanese.
I have lived in Japan for the past twenty years. During that
time I have come to see that whenever the Japanese do
anything that is worth doing, they really go all oul. So in
1981, when one, then two, then a few more Japanese drug addicts began accepting the life-giving challenge of NA., they
didn't stop at half measures.
The Oriental interpretation of, approach to, and practice of
the spiritual program of NA. is a marvel to behold. With a
copy of the Twelve Steps grasped in one hand and the Twelve
Traditions in the other, they (we) have come up with a clean
way of life that is holding a lot of us addicts together with a
lot more than a smattering of spit and glue.
Our "slanly-eyed" Higher Power (pronounced HIGHYAH POW-AH in Japanese, since we can't pronounce the
English "er" sound over here) has done a fine job of gelling
this Fellowship going on a steady basis. The foundalion has
been established on solid rock.
If I sound over-enthusiastic in my praise of Japan N.A., I
shan't apologize. When the Japanese took me on as an N.A.
newcomer they were taking on a sad specimen of addiction.
Addiction-to anything-was my way of life. The only thing
I was never addicted to, even as a child, was sucking my
thumb. (I squinted instead!)
Recently someone asked me, "Was the Japanese language
a barrier in your N.A. recovery from drug addiction?" "Yes,".
answered without hesitation, "at least in the very beginning. I
didn 't know what was going on." But in relrospect I would
say that my not understanding the Japanese language perfectly was, and continues to be, a definite plus. Yes, another
N.A. paradox!
Let me explain. This apparent handicap turned oulto be a
three-fold plus.
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When I found there was so much I was missing at meetings. I thought it was a "language problem." I blamed the difricultJapanese language . • didn't realize that I was part of the
problem. Thanks to a thorough Fourth Step inventory. I
came to the sudden realization one day (like "SATOR)," or
spiritual ~Iwakening oriental-style) that the problem wasn't
just the language. I had a listening problem. I discovered that
I don't listen in English either! I have always been so taken
up with my own ego, 1 was more interested in what 1 had to
say than in what other people had to olTer.
The second plus is this: The very fact that I have difficulty
understanding what is said at meetings means that 1 have to
try harder than others. Any handicap that makes me try
harder has really been a big help in my recovery and growth
in the program. "My weakness is my strength."
The third plus proved to be a lifesaver from the beginning.
If I had understood everything at the start, aner about three
months I would have said, "Well, now I know all the details.
I'm all set!" And so I would have stopped listening. I would
have set out.on the dangerous
.NA~12~ffia
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for il has become a source of strength to me. It's great for my
Seventh Step humility. too.
My language handicap has taught me (I) how to listen, (2)
how to try harder, and (3) that leaving my analytical brain at
home and bringing the bod to meetings, was and continues
to be, my NA salvation.
RA
Japan
And as we were preparing this Special Feature, a letter from R.A.
a"ived at 'he WSO. Here is an exerpt:

Greetings from Japan N.A.I
Mter a moving week in Hawaii with Oahu N.A. and the
February 14-16 NA Round-Up with up 10 250 clean NA
members (it was a spiritual awakening for me!), I am renewed in more ways than one.
While in Hawaii I was strongly advised by several members to bring my bod to fAi&
the World Service Con- ~
ference, not only for the
sake of Japan NA, but
for the benefit of the Fellowship worldwide.
While at i~ I talked to
K.O., Japan NA.'s founder, and we agreed that
he ought to go too, despite the great expense
and the time needed off
from work. He has ten
years clean this past
month, so to celebrate
his gratitude he thought
that Van Nuys was the
place for him.
RA
Japan NA
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I was driving to a meeting on my way to take a cake for my
anniversary and was reflecting on my recovery, which has
now passed the amount of time I had used drugs, I tried to
come in contact with my Higher Power to get in touch with
what I truly was grateful for. If came to me that it was not the
"things;' or even the simple fact that as a result of this program I have not died in the streets, I was not in jail or in an institution onc more time-all of which I am grateful for. But.
what was in my hea rt was the manner in which I was given to
live.
I have grown to using the steps and traditions in my arrairs
both within the Fellowship a nd outside. I am deeply grateful
to the men and women who have carried the message of recovery to me by example. They have truly demo nstrated perN.A. Way· Page 22
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sonal integrity as they applied these steps in their personal
lives and in service to Narcotics Anonymous. When personal integrity fell short, they did not attempt to disguise it.
but owned their wrong and demonstrated the actions to
change via the steps and their Higher Power.
I've been involved in service throughout my recovery. I
watched the group at times try to find means and avenues to
avoid following the traditions, or to focus on what is the intent of the traditions to rationalize their avoidance. I-and
the group-have always found, when we are truly concerned
with the addict who still suffers and with preserving the integrity of Narcotics Anonymous, that the traditions mean
what they say. We were able to understand the book where it
says. "the traditions are to the group what the steps are to the
individual." I've found that groups that have been deeply involved in struggle eventually worked the traditions to preserve their existence, or in time they cease to exist.
I am truly graterul that by remaining clean, I have gained
the message through the individuals who did stand up for the
traditions. And as I learn and continue to demonstrate personal integrity in my tife and relations, my ability to carry the
message to the addict who still suffers faits well within what
my Higher Power would have me do. At the same time, if I
fail to demonstrate in my life the caliber of integrity called
for by the traditions, my ability to serve Narcotics Anonymous greatly suffers. As a result of the traditions, I am able to
relate to the world with all the integrity that the traditions imply, and let anyone know that there is recovery for the addict
and that they have an honorable and safe place in time of
need.
On my anniversary, I would like to express my gratitude to
those who have touched me in the true spirit of this program
and have allowed me to live the last thirteen years clean and
proud to be a member of Narcotics Anonymous. I will continue to carry this message to the addict who still suffers as it
was carried to me, and I consider myself privileged to serve
the Fellowship whenever asked. Thank you for my life Narcotics Anonymous!

S.T.
California
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Letters from
Our Readers. _.
Dear NA. Way,
Just want to tell you thanks so much for printing what I've
sent to you. Really gives me a happy feeling. Also, I'm proud
to be part of NA
I'm doing so great since I first wrote you last August while
in "treatment." I got out, (completed the program) November
I and have been living at home with my son since then. The
29th of this month, Higher Power willing (and me!), I'll be totally and truly clean I I months.
I hope this finds you all healthy, happy and clean. For
years, I heard i~ now I believe i~ THIS PROG RAM
WORKS! (if you let it).
Aloha and have a great day.

c.L.

Hawaii
Editors Note: Happy one year, C--!

Dear NA. Way,

SWEET SURRENDER

Two and a half years ago I walked into an N.A. meeting
which consisted of two or three addicls. I was given some
back issues of the NA. Way. I wasn't much of a reader. but the
magazine attracted me. The first article I read was inspiring, I
was not alone anymore. Little did I know that this was the
beginning of surrender for me. Up until this time I had been
nine months abstinent and miserable as hell. I was treated
differently, so I told myself! was unique and believed it. This
article had showed me that its not about age, sex or where we
came from, etc. What a relief, I wasn't unique or special!
The people at these meetings showed me more in the way
they lived than in the way they talked. They didn't treat l11e
"different." Today I am an addict recovering in N.A. and am
N.A. Way· Page 25

graleful 10 Ihe Firsl Slep of NA. which has allowed me 10
grow in morc ways than one; and the Third Tradition which
tells me the only requirement for membership is the desire to
slop using. Thank you Higher Power. thank you NA
An Addicl
Ohio

artist to redraw it. When I had a pen in my hand, my forte
was not as an artist. But things have changed dramatically
because of this program of sharing and caring. I try to give
back when I can and have been becoming more involved.
When do the jokes and cartoons start?

M.w.
New Jersey

Dear N.A. Way.
GIVE ME A BREAK
Please do not take me wrong. 1 know for myself my recovery
lies in the N.A. Program. However, I was upset by the article
published in Ihe NA. Way in January 1986: " 'Clean and Sober: What does it mean?" _
[ have respect for bolh Ihe NA and AA. Fellowships.
There is no doubt I am an addict. However, I realize that
when [ must attend a meeting allhe olher Fellowship. oul of
all due respect, and because the requirement for the other
Fellowship is primarily alcoho[, [ need to identify myself accordingly. Because [ did not drink a lo~ and alcohol was nol
my drug of choice, I at times need to remind myself out loud
Ihal alcohol is too a drug.
Sometimes out of habit the word sober slips Qut-not out
of disregard for NA At such times. [ do not like or appreciate being ridiculed.
I also realize there are those who wish to continue using alcohol; therefore they hide in an NA meeting. For them.
hearing Ihe word alcohol or sober just might plant a seed.
So please give me a break.
MLouisiana

Editor's note: Thanks, M--. The cartoon idea was used by our
anist, and appears 011 page 22. Keep them coming!

Dear NA. Way.
This is just a short note to say I think you are all doing a great
job putting out this publication. The artwork and headlines
are snappy and make me want to read the stories. Many of
those stories have been excellent and have said something I
needed 10 hear righl Ihen. [ especially apprecialed Ihe reprin~ "Reservalions. No Matter Whal They Are" in Ihe January 1986 issue.
Keep up the good work.
J.P.
Kansas

COMIN' UP
This space has been reserved lor coming eyents anywhere in N..4.
1/ yOIl wish to lisl an e,ent, send liS a flier or nOle at least two
months in adyonce. Include title, locatio", dates, COlltacts.
CANADA: Mey

Editor's note: Recently our Trustees published an article in the
Newsline which shed much light on this subject. Anyone who
wants a reprillf of this anicle may write to the NA. Way and request the article on AA. We 'll send you a copy.

Dear NA. Way.
[ musl say [ look forward to the NA. Way coming 10 my
house every month. I read the letter on "Jokes" in recovery in
the Februrary issue and agree its a wonderful idea. I have
submitted one [enjoy. ([ have more). Maybe you can find an
N.A. Way· Page 26

3-4i 2nd Freno;b ConYi Info: Dlaerid 04, Bolt 31, arend-Mere
P .Quebeo;, Caned. aSlT IK7i (llS1) GineUe &S7-gUli John &s1-642g:

2) June 27- 2,,; BCNAR Recovery In Motion; CloyetdeJe F.irarounde, 8010 176 St .,
Clonrdel_, B.C.; FVASCi 117e Johneton, Wblte Roc:k, B.C. V4B 3Ye

COLORADO:

July 4·8i WSVC 3, S\ourre ... Cono;ouf,e Hotel, Den .... r, Bolt 816,
Boulder 80S06: (303) Jenke 381·4777; P.m 8g3-0680j John 642·3273; aary 8SO-2640

FLORIDA: July 3·ej FRCNA Vi FRCNA V, 80': 14738, Orlando, FL 32867-4738;
{SOIl Rkh.td 677-7428; Karen 281-7307i Tim or Li•• lSO_0140
ILLINOIS: May 2-4i Little Eopt Are. 2nd Campaut; Campaut, Route I, Bolt 36,
NubYille, 1162263; (618) Alld. 148-1785i Se.n 478·5749, Pe,lY 533 . 0410
KENTUCK Y : April 26; 4th Birthday LaJtinCtop Kentudl)'j Unihri.n Unin....li.'
CbUKh, 3164 CI.yemili Rd., Lexin,ton, KYi Hotline 271·6262
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LO.NDON: Au, 28~3Ij World Convention-J6, Wembley/Conference Center;
Re,lIlratlon In the U.S.A., Vida (818) 780-7961, P.O. Box 9999, Van Nuy., CA
91400; Re,iltraUon ouliide U.S.A., P.O. Box 667, London, En,land NW8~7JW
MICHIGAN: Jul 3~6: RCNA of Mlchl,an; Freedom
78 W. Fury *36, Detroit, MI 48202

II;

Troy HiUon; Alan Prather

MISSISSIPPI:

Apr 4-6: MRCNA IV: Hilton, Biloxi, MS, LI.a
Renee (601) 382-0897: Donna (801) 882~7334

(601) 392~7267;

June 6-8: 5MRCNA~I; Henry VIII Hotel, 4690 N. Llndberch, 5t.
Louie, MO SSG44; Show Me Re,lon Cony. Comm., Box 596, 5t. Chari", MO 63302

THE INTERNATIONAL
JOURNAL OF THE FELLOIYSHIP
OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS

MISSOURI:

NEBRASKA: May 23~2S; 6th Ann! NA Run For Fun, Campout: Alexandria Stat.
Ree Ar••, Alexandria, NE: (402) Mike 476~8985 Gilly 475~4853
NEW JERSEY: MI.,. 9-11; ht Unity WHkend, The Berkley Carteret, SUnlet
and Ocean, Albury Park; (201) Kandl 988-9451; Gary B. 774-4846: Bob H. 742-3566
NEW YORK: Jun 27-29: lit Annl Northern New York RCNA; Welle Colle,e
CampuI, Aurora, NY: Mel (316) 548~3610; 11,1. (607) 173-8884
2) June 13~16j 2nd NYRC Freedom II: Stevenlville Country Club, Swan Lake, NY:
(718) SUlanne 646-U33, GreI436-0US, BartJ 238-3492

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

April 26~27; Charlotte Ana Conven.; Marle Glblon,
6101 Pllrk Rd, #143, Charlotte, N.C. 28204: {7M} Andy 892~3286; Brett 156-3865

NORTH CAROLINA:

OHIO:

May 2:1-26: ORCNA IV Cony; Rollenden Hou.., E. Superior; ORCNA IV,
P.O. Box. 29617, Cleveland, Ohio 44129; (216) Ja. 671~"16 Tommy 362~2042

2) Apr 6: ORCNA IV Fundral"r: ORCNA IV, P.O. Box. 29617, Cleveland, Ohio
U129: (216) Joe

671~:I:l16;

Tommy

:l62~20U

t8~20: 2nd Annual Columbiana Count,. Camp-Ventlon; 340 S. Fairfield An.
Apt. AI, Columbiana, OR 44408; (216) Jo 482_:129'; Shawn 386~760!

3) July

Please enter ::-,,:";C::-:7-;:--=: subscription(s) to the N.A.
Way Magazine. Enclosed is my payment of $ _ _ _ _ _.

OREGON:
1~205

April 11-1:1: lit OSIRCNAj Portland Airport Holida,. Inn, 82nd St &
Columbia Blvd. Exit, Portland, OR; (503) 776-&319

PENNSYLVANIA:

Jun 2tI-Uj nh E ..t Cout Ceon.,.ntlon: Bloo...... bur, Unly
7th ECCNA, Box 211, Taylor, PA 18617; (711) Ron 4&7~0I&7j RIch 8. 4&7-9751

j

4~6; 4th Grtr. Phil. Rei. COnv.n.i Phil. Centre Rot.I, 1726 Kenned,. Blyd.,
Phil •. , PA: (216) Steve 926-7766; Sheryl 824-8616

1 to 9 orders: SJ1.00 per lubscr;pl;O" per year.
10 or more orders: .19.60 per subscription -

a 20%

discount.

2) April

To: The N.A. Way; P.O. Box 9999; Van Nuys, CA 91409

Od 24~26; Oth Annuel Picnic; EYe"U Pacific Rotel; Everett
WA: PNWCNA *9, P.O. Box. 1393, EnreU, WA 98201i (206) Mllta 8. 872-6848;
R ...... r. 250-49O.f

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

WEST VJRGINIA: Me,. 0-11; W"~ Vlrrlnla Cony (or M.A. III; Ced.r Lak"
Conrerence Center, Ripl.,; (SG4) Paul 342-7506, Dann,. 02l-T088, Phil 202_0806

City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~State:

WASHINGTON:

WISCONSIN: Oct 24-26; 3rd WIICQRJln Cony; WSNAC
Madi.on, WI 6:171U: (608) 218~1747 (phonellne)
WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE:

III,

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dale: _ _ __

P .O. Box. a:l06,

April 281M .., 1: AlrteJ Pia.. Hotel,
Van NU,lj Rerlltration: Vida (818) 780_7911, PO Box 9090, Van Nuy., CA 01409

For gift subscriptions, enter the name and address of the
giver : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Your name on the enclosed card? Yes
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Zip: _ __

No

COPYRIGHT RELEASE FORM
THE TWELVE TRADITIONS
OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS

I'(M.te fill olll ,Ire followi"g lorn. a"d i"clude il alo"g with airY
article you .fubmit to ,Ire N.A. Way.

AGREEMENT made this
d.yo[
19~
by and between WORLD SERVICE OFFICE. Inc., .lso db.
NA. WAY MAGAZINE. rererred to •• ".ssignee," .nd (.uthorl
artist's name):
• hereinafter re-

ferred 10 us • assigner," Assigner is the owner of the attached
material. story, saying. art work or other matter which is described as the rollowing (title or work):: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
'n,e .ssignee heretorore r,rst rererenced is the publishln~ .rm
or the Fellowship or N.rcotics Anonymous. The .... gner
hereby grants and tninsfers to assignee as a gin. without exception Dnd without limitation, any and all of assigners interests .nd copyrights .nd rights to copyrights .nd rights to
publish, together with all rights to secure renewals and extensions or such copyrigh~ or s.id m.teri.1.
Assigner hereby covenants, warrants and represents to assignee. and this agreement is made in reliance thereof, that
assigner is sole owner and has the exclusive right to use of
said material, and that the material is free and clear of any
liens. encumbrances and claims which are in conflict with
this agreement.
This agreement is binding on assigner's heirs, a881,ns, administrators, trustees, executors. and successors in tnterest,
and 8uch are directed to make and execute any instrument
assignee may require to protect copyright for assignee.
IN IVlTNESS WHEREOF. the p.rties h.ve executed this
• greement.t (... igner'•• ddres.):
.t.te or:
zip:
, (phone)::.,-_ _ _ __ _ _~
on the dAY .nd ye.r r,rst .bo~e written.
ASSIGNER: (SIGNATURE);

1

Our common wellare should come lirsl; persOllal reco"ery
dept!I,ds 011 N.A. unity.

:I

For our group purpose Ihere ;s bUI olle ullimDle o",horily-a lo,illg God as He may express Himself in Ollr group
conscience. Our leaders are but trllsled Seryallis. Ihey do
"0' go,ern.

3

The only requiremelll lor N.A. membership is a desire 10
SlOp using.
Each group should be aulOllomOllS, except in mailers
al/ecting other groltps, or N.A. as a whole.

5

Each group has but one primary p"rpose--to carry the
message 10 the addict who still suffers.

6

An N.A. group oughl "ever endorse. fi"arrce. or le"d the
N.A. name to any relaled lacility or olllSide enterprise. lesl
problems 01 money, property or prestige divert liS from
our primary purpose.

7

E,ery N.A. group ough' to be fully sel/-supportillg.
declining o,dside con'rib,"ions.

8

Narcotics Anonymous should remain lorever nOIlprofessional, but 01" service cenlers may employ special
workers.

g

N.A .• as such, ought neYer be organized; bill we may create
serll;ce boards or commillees direclly respollsible to those
Ilrey serve .

10

N.A . has 110 opinion 011 ollIS ide issues: hellce Ihe N,A . IIame
ollght never be draw" illlo public COlllrOyersy.

11

0,,,
public relations policy is based Oil attractiOll rallier
Ihall promotion; we "eed always mailliain persollal

SPOUSE: (SIGNATURE)

12
ASSIGNEE: (IV BE COMPLETED Un;R BY WSO)

allollymity at the level of pl'eSl, radio, and IUms,
A"OIlymily ;s Ihe spiritual fo""dotio/l 01 all our
Traditions. ever remilldillg liS 10 place principles be/ore
personalities.
R.printed (or adaptation
by permi..ion of Aleoboll~
AnODJmoU World SerYie". Ine.

